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Hello Active Recess team,
Congratulations! Your school has made an important commitment to student health and positive
behavior by incorporating the principles of Active Recess and Systematic Supervision into your
community. We believe that through the implementation of this approach you will find that
behavior referrals both on the playground and in the classroom will go down, less injuries will occur
on the playground and we will increase the time that our students are active each day. We know
that the recommendations for school-aged youth are 60 minutes most days of the week. We also
know that students who are healthier are absent less often from school and more able to
concentrate on academic tasks.
Student Support Services is excited to see the partnering of its two programs, Health Improvement
and Second Step, working on the Active Recess initiative together. By linking our work we are able
to combine resources and add sustainability into our efforts. We will be conducting an evaluation
process so that we can assess the outcomes of this intervention. We hope to duplicate the success
that we saw in the 2006 Andersen Recess Revival pilot project.
Thank you again for your willingness to provide students with an opportunity to develop life- long
physical activity habits!

In Health,
Jim Johnson
Director of Student Support Services
Minneapolis Public Schools

Active Recess through Systematic Supervision
Implementation Guide: Introduction

Introduction to Play to Learn:
Active Recess through Systematic Supervision
We know that while recess tends to be a favorite among students it can be challenging for school
administration and staff who are supervising the playground because of behavior problems. We
also know that physical activity is good for children and recess provides a wonderful opportunity
for children to be active. Play time provides a wonderful opportunity for students to practice
important social skills, such as cooperation, negotiation and conflict resolution. A mental break
allows children an opportunity to recharge and blow off steam, which in turn provides enhanced
concentration and positive behavior when returning to the classroom.
Utilizing the Systematic Supervision approach on the playground, we aim to increase the amount
of time children are physically active on the playground while decreasing behavior referrals and
injuries. Through training on systematic supervision tenets, offering resources and technical
assistance for implementation and the process of mapping playgrounds, we believe that we can
get students more physically active and lower behavior issues and keep students safe on the
playground.
This guide offers resources to provide step-by-step implementation of the Active Recess approach,
in addition to the Systematic Supervision framework for playground management.
This toolkit has been made possible by the Minneapolis Department of Health and Family Support
and its Community Transformation Grant funded by the Centers for Disease Control through
Hennepin County.
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Overview:
Active Recess Through Systematic Supervision is a program designed to both increase physical
activity levels of students during recess as well as decrease incidents of problem behavior on the
playground. It is a flexible program that may look different at each school. The key tenets of Active
Recess are that all kids actively participate in a variety of playground games and that recess
supervisors employ the positive and proactive approaches of Systematic Supervision.
Initial sites who adopt the Active Recess program will receive an implementation guide, recess
equipment, a large printed map of the school’s playground, staff training on physical activity best
practices, recommended playground games, Systematic Supervision techniques and ongoing
technical assistance.

What Does Active Recess Looks Like?
Active Recess looks like a lot of FUN! During Active Recess there are kids playing games running around, hopping, jumping and skipping. They play catch, kick a ball and take turns.
They circle around a parachute or run hula hoop relays. Kids play soccer, four square and jump
rope. There is lots of laughing, cheering, giggling,and smiling – kids are having fun and being
active.
The goal of Active Recess is to have all students engaged in active play. Games that are
structured so that all students actively participate are best. Old-fashioned kickball where many
kids stand around waiting their turn to kick or are standing idly around in the outfield isn’t a
preferred Active Recess game. Rather, think of games with constant activity and movement
where all students are engaged – like chasing games such as freeze tag or blob tag. Most
Active Recess games don’t have as many players as some traditional games. By keeping the
sides small kids have more opportunities to actively play, an example would be 3-on-3 soccer
or 3-on-3 basketball. Traditional playground games like four square and jump rope are great
Active Recess games as long as the lines to play aren’t long and the participants are rotated
often.
Active Recess supervisors have fun on the playground too! Supervisors move around the
playground, interact with the kids and encourage them to play. The focus is proactive and
positive.
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Concept Map of Active Recess Outcomes
Active Recess through Systematic Supervision will help your school achieve these outcomes:

Teach movement and
manipulative skills
Promote
multiculturalism
Coed and inclusive
of all students

Increased
ability to stay
focused

Increased physical
activity levels
Provide equal
opportunity for
all students
Promote fun &
participation

Teach cooperation,
sharing & taking turns
Practice using
language to
communicate

Promote problem
solving & conflict
resolution

Promote
fair play
Teach respect
for others & for
the rules

Increased
social skills
Reduce
bullying

Student
leadership
opportunity

Reduce problem
behavior
Increased positive
relationships between
students & staff

Highly effective
recess supervisors

Increased time
in the classroom
Safer playground
conditions
Fewer playground
injuries

These are only some of the many positive outcomes of Active Recess. The benefits cluster around
main outcomes of:
Increased physical activity levels
Reduced problem behavior
Increased social skills
Highly effective recess supervision
Equal opportunity for all students to be active
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Research on Physical Activity and Recess
1.

The following public health, medical and educational organizations have made physical
activity recommendations for school-aged youth (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), National Association for Sport and Physical Activity, National
Association of State Boards of Education, U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services).
o The recommendations are for children to engage in at least 60 minutes of physical
activity most days of the week.
o Children should participate in several bouts of physical activity lasting at least 15
minutes most days.
o A call for schools to assume strong guidance roles in the education and
endorsement of physical activity among children.
*National Association for Sport and Physical Education (2008). Comprehensive School Physical Activity
Program [Position Statement]. Reston, VA: Author.

2. The American School Health Association resolution:
o Supports well-supervised elementary school recess of at least 15 minutes for all
children.
o Recommends more than one recess period per day for full day students of Pre-K to
3 grades.
o Preserving recess in elementary schools and reinstating it in schools where it has
been eliminated.
o Urging advocacy of members and constituent organizations for local school
districts to develop and implement policies that maintain daily recess of at least 15
minutes for all elementary students.
*American School Health Association (2005). Elementary Schools Should Provide Daily Recesses in Addition to
Planned Physical Activity Education for All Students [Resolution] Kent, OH: Author.

3. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation states that “recess offers nearly half of the
available opportunity to promote physical activity among kids during the school year,
trying to improve children’s health without focusing on recess forfeits our best chance
for reaching students with the greatest need”.
o

Recess must have well-trained playground staff to facilitate structured activity on the
playground.

*Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (2007). Recess Rules. [Executive Summary]. San Francisco, CA: Author.
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Recess Best-Practice Recommendations
After a review of the literature, the following recommendations are offered as best practice for
recess:
o Recess is at least 20 minutes in length.
o All elementary children should participate in daily recess. Do not withhold recess as a
punishment.
o Schedule recess before lunch.
o Recess is supervised by trained playground staff who promote participation in a
variety of physical activity opportunities.
o Provide quality equipment for students and a clear map of activity zones on the
playground.
o All students and staff should know the recess rules and staff should enforce these rules
consistently.
o Use a variety of positive reinforcement strategies while interacting with students on
the playground.
o Children participate in outdoor recess whenever possible. In the case of inclement
weather, a gym or other larger area is preferable to a classroom.
o PE teachers are an invaluable resource for activity instruction.
o Periods of inactivity longer than two hours are discouraged.
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Selected Literature:
There is wealth of research and information available demonstrating the beneficial relationship not
only between physical activity and health, but also improved behavior and increased academic
success. Along with the information covered in the research portion of this guide, we consider the
following articles to be of key importance. They explain the fundamentals of why active recess is so
crucial – now more than ever.
Additional information and resources around the benefits of physical activity and active recess are
included in the last section of this guide. It is very motivating information that supports and builds
on the principles contained in these articles.

Report: Assessing Recess: Growing Concerns about Shrinking Playtime in
Schools Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Article: Recess Rules: Why the undervalued playtime may be America’s best
investment for healthy kids and healthy schools Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation
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What is Recess Before Lunch (RBL)?
This training guide focuses on Active Recess, but before we cover how to do Active Recess we
want to share information on when to do Active Recess. Current research indicates it is best to
have recess take place before lunch.
Recess before lunch (RBL) is just as it sounds - students go to recess first, then lunch. It means
changing the traditional scheduling practiced in most elementary schools of lunch first and recess
second. This change sounds simple, but in practice it can require careful planning, communication
and administrative support to make RBL successful. Recess before lunch is a great behavior
management tool that can be used in combination with Active Recess.
While making the change can be difficult, the extra work to start RBL at your schools is well worth
the effort.
Benefits of RBL include:
Decreased problem behavior and discipline referrals in the lunchroom and on the
playground.
Less food goes to waste; students eat more fruits and vegetables and drink more milk.
By consuming more healthy foods, students have enhanced nutrition.
The atmosphere in the lunchroom is calmer and more relaxed; students are not rushing
through lunch.
Students are ready to focus and are more settled when they return to the classroom after
lunch.
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Resources for Recess Before Lunch
The Montana Team Nutrition Program has worked with elementary schools statewide in Montana
to promote and help implement RBL programs. They have a comprehensive guidebook for
implementing RBL available on their website:

http://opi.mt.gov/Programs/SchoolPrograms/School_Nutrition/Wellness.html?gpm=1_3

Steps they recommend to successfully implement RBL are:
Build support for Recess before lunch. School staff, parents, community and students all need to
be educated about the benefits of recess before lunch. Contacting an administrator or visiting a
site that has successfully implemented RBL can yield valuable insights. It is important to gain staff
support early in the process.
Make a commitment to stick with RBL. Inevitably there will challenges to starting RBL, resistance
to change and frustration with small problems will certainly arise. Once implemented, the potential
benefits of a decrease in problem behavior and increased nutrition intake are well worth the effort.
Plan the new recess and lunch schedules. Be sure to meet with all staff, especially those directly
affected by the schedule change. Scheduling does tend to be the biggest obstacle to overcome.
Remember to be flexible, the schedule may need to be revised to find the best fit.
Include a hand washing plan in the lunch schedule. Washing hands with soap and water is the
recommended method for cleaning hands. The use of hand sanitizer is not as effective in cleaning
hands. Hand sanitizers are intended to be used in addition to hand washing when applied to
already clean hands. Washing hands is an important food safety issue that should not be
overlooked.
Allow adequate time for children to eat lunch. It is recommended in the MPS wellness policy that
students have at least 15 minutes to eat lunch. In time, there is an improved atmosphere in the
cafeteria as children learn to relax and not rush through eating in order to get to recess.
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The Recess Team
An enthusiastic team is essential to putting Active Recess into motion. Principals, teachers, staff,
parents and student leaders must be willing to translate their concern about today’s declining
physical activity levels into action. According to a study by the RWJF recess is the greatest
opportunity in the day for children to be active.
When organizing the initiative, the concept should be introduced to administrators, school council
and wellness committees/teams and staff. Once support is gained, Active Recess training will occur
for the entire recess team. Key individuals that should attend the training include administration,
recess supervisors, the PE teacher and ideally a parent and student. Because no two schools are
alike, the team will vary from school to school.
The Active Recess training will cover the importance of physical activity in improving students’
health, behavior, academics and the behavior management practice of systematic supervision.

Go Team!

The Administration will play a key role in making Active Recess a reality. Even the most enthusiastic
teacher will have difficulty mobilizing the entire school without the principal’s support.
Teachers’ enthusiasm for physical activity will affect all students. Encourage the teachers to be role
models of physical activity for their students – this will translate to very positive results in students
overall well being, health and attitude in and outside of the classroom.
The greatest challenge in bringing the games to the playground is ensuring that the children
understand the rules so they can initiate activity and play productively. The PE teacher is an
invaluable resource to teach the playground games. Teaching the skills of Four Square, Hopscotch
and other playground games during physical education classes or during a special “Active Recess
Day” (e.g.: on the first day that the project will be implemented) is key to ensuring the success of
the project.
The School Council and/or Wellness Committee can be true “champions” of the project. They can
assist as volunteers on the playground ensuring students understand the games and help teach
new games. Posters reminding students of game rules and the importance of activity are great
projects that can beautify the school.
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Lunchroom/Playground Supervisors (AE’s) already play a very important role on the playground.
Whether the supervisors are teachers, paid employees or parent volunteers, they are crucial to the
success of Active Recess. They should be familiar with the games and rules of play as well as
systematic supervision. Use their knowledge and expertise of recess and lunch structure at the
training to help outline the organization of “Active Recess” time to ensure a successful and wellrun program.
Engineering Staff are another resource that cannot be overlooked. In addition to retrieving balls
off the roof and making storage space available, they play an integral role in maintaining a safe
playground.
Parent volunteers can help on the playground with the supervision. Parents can also help
encourage their children to participate in the new program and therefore support the overall goal
of increasing physical activity and the overall health of their children both outside the home and
during school. Parents are an invaluable resource and motivational tool in implementing a
successful Active Recess program at your school. Getting their support and buy-in will ensure that
the messages taught at school are encouraged and matched outside of the classroom.
Bring together a team of students from higher grade-levels to act as “Recess Ambassadors” or
“Play Leaders” or utilize an already existent student leadership program. Student leaders can
encourage their peers to be more active and lead the playground games. This will result in a well
received program by the younger students. If older students are encouraging increased activity by
playing organized games and believe in the program, the trickledown effect on the younger peers
will most likely occur.
The “Play Leaders” can also assist teachers in physical education classes to demonstrate the
games to primary grades. You can turn Active Recess student roles into rewards that encourage
leadership and increased physical activity - two very rewarding and lifelong skills.
The “Recess Ambassadors” should be trained in a variety of leadership principles including
teamwork, communication, fair play, conflict resolution and safety awareness. Research has
proven that student mediators on the playground drastically reduce playground conflicts. We also
recommend teaching all students simple methods like Rock-Paper-Scissors to settle minor
playground disputes.
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Playground Observation:
Please complete this playground observation. It is best to complete it during or immediately after
you supervise recess.
1.

What are the students doing on the playground? Do you see problems or potential for
problems?

2. Are there any groups of students playing organized games or activities? If yes, what are
they playing?

3. Do the students have playground equipment? Are they using it in the manner that it is
intended?

4. Do you see any games that may cause issues? These may be made up games where there
are no clear rules because they were created by students.

5. Anything else that you notice (good or bad) happening on the playground?
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Playground Equipment/Environmental Assessment
1.

Play ground Equipment
o

What shape is the equipment in?

o

Is anything broken, needing replacement or considered dangerous?

o

Graffiti or vandalism of equipment?

2. Markings on Playground

3.

o

Are the markings easily visible?

o

Are there four square, hopscotch and basketball

Problem areas
o

Where could kids go that adult supervisors can’t see them

o

Windows that could be broken?

Things to keep in mind while conducting the assessment:
1.

If there aren’t four square markings and hopscotch markings what are some games or
activities that could happen in those areas?

2. Watch for less noticeable litter such as cigarette butts, glass shards, etc.

3. Are there enough trash receptacles in the area?
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Playground Equipment/Environment Assessment
Playground equipment (swings, monkey bars)
 Great condition
 Acceptable condition (non-dangerous)
 Needing attention or repair

Describe problem:

Plan to address:

Marking’s on playground





Basketball court
Four-square
Hopscotch
No markings at all

 Great condition (markings visible and clear)
 Acceptable condition (not clear but somewhat readable)
 Needing attention or repair

Describe problem:

Plan to address:
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Potential Problem Areas on Playground
 Areas that create visibility and supervision concerns:
Describe area and location:

 Windows along play area at risk of being broken
 Graffiti or vandalism
 Other concern

Describe problem:

Plan to address:
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Active Indoor Recess
Active Recess Indoors in the event of inclement weather
Whenever possible indoor recess should happen in a gymnasium or other large area where
students can have the space necessary for a positive active indoor experience.
The gym can be mapped in the same way as the playground, with areas for large group,
small group activities and quiet activities. This should be done ahead of time so that when
there is indoor recess staff and students know what to expect.

Checklist for Active Recess Indoors
 The gym or other large area where indoor recess will happen is mapped
 A diagram of the area has been drawn and distributed to all playground staff
 Students are aware that the playground rules translate to the indoor playground location
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Mapping the Playground
The Recess team should take about 15 minutes to map the playground environment. This is
best done by spending some time assessing the playground. Part of this assessment will
include examination of the playground equipment and markings. Another component of
this process is mapping out the most productive layout of the play yard, keeping safety and
health in mind.
The playground is divided up into specific regions, preferably designated by visual markers
such as orange cones. When possible, each play yard should have four main areas: one
area is the small activity area, one the large group game area, one the playground
equipment slides/swings area and last the hopscotch/four-square area.
Any problem and/or out of sight spaces should be clearly coned off and students should
know those are out of bounds.
Staff at least one adult monitor for no more than two areas, for example if there are four
designated areas on the playground map, there would be at least two monitors on the
playground during recess.
Once the playground is mapped by the recess team, each teacher may take students out to
the playground for a “field trip” to show and explain how the playground is now divided
up and how each area will be used.

Issues to keep in mind:
Is your school adjacent to a park building? Does your school have access to the fields there? How
will you address this?
Are there areas that don’t grow grass well, or are muddy and kids will track dirt into the building?
Is there an area close to the street? How will you address balls rolling into the street?
Could a walking route be mapped for the students who would like to participate in a quiet activity?
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Example Map

Different play zones are marked by different colors.
The dark blue is the playground equipment play area.
The light blue is a paved area that can be used for small games like four square or jump rope.
The green area can be for medium to larger games like soccer, tag, or relay races.
The purple can be used by the older students at this school for medium to large games.
The blue dotted lines mark for “walk and talk” laps.
The orange dotted lines mark out of bounds areas.
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Self Evaluation Checklist
Complete this questionnaire about your actions when you supervise recess. You should complete
this self-assessment in an ongoing manner to gauge how effectively you are practicing the
systematic supervision techniques. It is difficult to change habits, periodically checking yourself is a
great way to focus on the improvements you have made as well as to see opportunities for more
growth.
Rating scale
1 to 5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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1 is low/rarely
5 is high/always

Supervisor’s Self-evaluation

I arrive on time to the playground. I appreciate and understand that supervising recess
is an important responsibility.
I am active in my supervision. I constantly scan the recess area observing students near
and far. I move around my assigned areas in a random, unpredictable way, and I use my
presence and my proximity to deter problems.
I have more positive interactions than negative with students. I have at least four
positives for every one negative/correcting. I know that students react better when I
build positive relationships with them.
I have positive interactions that are both specific and general in nature. I give students
timely, specific and descriptive praise for particular actions I like and want to
encourage. Also, I make a point to have a lot (the more the better!) of general positive
interactions with students.
I encourage students to participate in games and other organized recess activities. I
know that students benefit from this social interaction. It is when they learn and
practice social skills such as team building, cooperation and conflict resolution.
I praise students when they are being active. I know that students’ time for physical
activity during the day is limited, so I encourage them to take advantage of recess time
to be active. Additionally, I know that fit students are more ready to learn.
Myself or other staff frequently teach and reteach the rules and expectations.
Students on the playground clearly understand what behavior is expected of them.
I encourage students to resolve small disputes on their own. Students know how to
use rock paper scissors, or other methods to quickly resolve problems and return to
play.
I am consistent when responding to problem behavior. I treat all students fairly
regardless of history. I respond to problems in an unemotional/calm manner.
My presence improves recess for the students. I know that I make a difference on the
playground by keeping students safe and getting them active so that they have a great
recess experience.

Active Recess through Systematic Supervision
Implementation Guide: Getting Started

The Equipment Cart:
Schools that participate in the initial implementation of Active Recess will receive playground
equipment. The equipment is intended to be used solely for recess activities. Please do not remove
equipment from your cart for use in classroom activities. Even loaning it out with the best of
intentions means that there is less equipment available during recess. It is best store the cart in a
secure area.
Making the Equipment Last:
Assigning a specific person(s) from a grade level or classroom to be in charge of keeping the
equipment clean and in good repair is an excellent way to foster responsibility and ownership of
the equipment and is extremely helpful to teachers and staff. You can have the “Recess
Ambassador” or “Play Leaders” adopt this role.
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Positive Behavior Intervention Supports (PBIS)
PBIS - A proven framework for creating more effective schools
Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBIS) is a nationally recognized behavior support system
designed to increase positive school behavior and support students’ social and academic success.
PBIS includes clear, positive school-wide behavior expectations that are taught, practiced and
acknowledged by all students and staff in all settings—including the classroom, lunchroom,
hallways, playground and bus stop.
The PBIS approach
The PBIS approach is proactive and can contribute toward the reduction of negative behaviors by
consistently teaching and acknowledging positive ones. It focuses on teaching positive behaviors
throughout the year that help students be successful in school. Staff acknowledge students who
show positive behaviors. However, if students misbehave there are clear and consistent responses.
PBIS is based on best practices that positively and effectively address the social, behavioral and
learning needs of all students
Examples of school-wide behavior expectations are:
Be Safe
Be Responsible
Be Respectful
PBIS establishes a positive environment for learning resulting in:
More classroom time spent on learning
Higher academic achievement for all students
More positive behavior in all school settings
Less teacher time spent on managing behavior
Better school climate for students and adults

What PBIS looks like in action:
Staff are consistent in their expectations and responses
Students understand clearly what is expected of them and are more likely to follow
expectations
More positive relationships exist among staff and students
In the classroom the focus is on instruction and learning
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Systematic Supervision
What is Systematic Supervision?
Systematic supervision, based on research that has identified what works well with students, is a
method of supervising students and physical spaces that will:
Help decrease problem behavior
Increase student cooperation
Make supervisor’s jobs less stressful and more fun

How does it work?
Active supervision is based on the use of four key skills that increase supervisor’s effectiveness:
Being Active- by moving and scanning
Being Positive- by connecting with students and giving positive reinforcement
Responding to Problems- immediately, respectfully and consistently addressing problems
Effective Communication – ongoing communication with students, families and coworkers

Being Active
What does it mean to be an active supervisor?
Moving around constantly in unpredictable, randomized patterns so that you can see
students and what they are doing
Scanning with your eyes and ears so you notice positive behaviors and potential problems
right away
By being active you are become an engaged, involved supervisor. You are more able to encourage
positive behavior and can step in early to prevent problem behaviors from escalating. Students
recognize and appreciate this involvement. In turn, they also become more engaged and
cooperative.
How to Move
The purpose of moving is to bring supervisors into contact with lots of students and to give the
impression that supervisors are everywhere, or that one could pop up anywhere at any time.
To give the impression that you are everywhere:
Move around constantly; don’t stand in one spot
Move unpredictably in random patterns. Don’t use the same route every day, but do have a
plan for getting to all areas
Target known problem areas and students regularly
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Moving constantly as a supervisor encourages responsible student behavior because students
know that supervisors could appear at any time. Also, this gives supervisors increased
opportunities to acknowledge and praise appropriate/desired student behavior.
How to Scan
The purpose of scanning is to increase the information the supervisors have about what is
happening in the areas they are supervising. Watch and listen carefully as you move to gain
information that might otherwise be missed.
To gather useful information while you scan with your eyes and ears:
Look for cues in student’s behavior, body language and in their voices
Watch and listen for appropriate and inappropriate behavior
Use the information you gather to increase opportunities for positive contact with
students

Being Positive
What does it mean to be a positive supervisor? Being a positive supervisor means:
Creating a friendly atmosphere by being friendly and open yourself
Making an effort to connect with individual students and with student groups
Reinforce students when their behavior is appropriate by acknowledging it and letting
students know that you appreciate it. Behaving appropriately means being respectful,
responsible, safe, helpful, etc.
Why is it important to be positive? Research shows that having positive contact with students
increases appropriate behavior and decreases inappropriate behavior. It is actually easier to get
students to be cooperative and to follow rules by focusing on what they do right rather than what
they do wrong. In fact, research also shows that focusing on inappropriate behavior or problem
behavior actually makes it happen more often.
Guidelines for Connecting with students
To connect with students:
Be friendly
Direct general, positive comments towards students – individual students and particularly
groups of students
Have frequent, positive interactions with groups of students
Don’t tie positive comments and interactions to specific behavior
Use students’ names
General comments could be: How’s it going? It looks like you are enjoying yourselves. Hey, great
game last night.
content from Iris Media Inc. @ lookiris.com
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Guidelines for Giving Positive Reinforcement
To give positive reinforcement:
Tie the reinforcement to a specific behavior
Acknowledge or express appreciation for a specific helpful, appropriate or constructive
behavior
Get all staff involved so students get consistent messages
When staff acknowledge helpful or appropriate behavior students feel valued and appreciated.
Use the 4 to 1 rule to Increase Positives
Research shows that having many more positive interactions than corrections or negative
interactions with students gets the best results. The more positives, the better!
Connecting with students and giving positive reinforcement:
Improves relationships between students and staff members
Increases constructive, appropriate behavior
Decreases problem and inappropriate behavior
A good rule of thumb for getting started is to have at least four positive interactions with students
for every one corrective or negative interaction. Don’t stop at four though, the more positive
interactions, the better.
Be aware of your body language when you interact with students. Be sure to keep your body
language positive too. Non-verbal communication is very powerful and can be a great way to
show students that you want to build positive relationships.
Tools for Being Positive with Students
Being positive can be as simple as smiling and using words and phrases that let students know you
appreciate them. Try some of these and see how it goes:

Way to go!
Beautiful Work!

Great Job!

Nice Teamwork!

Looking Good!

Well Done.
Good try!
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Responding to Problems
Even with the systematic supervision approach, supervisors will have to deal with some students
whose behavior is uncooperative or difficult.
To deal with students who are behaving in an uncooperative or difficult manner:
Respond to the problem behavior immediately, or as soon as possible
Take the student aside to speak privately
Speak respectfully and don’t argue or be critical
Focus on the student’s behavior at the time, don’t bring up past incidents or other problem
behaviors
Use a consistent approach that has been worked out in team meetings
Don’t take anything the student says or does personally
This chart provides useful guidelines for responding effectively to problem behavior.
Procedure for
Responding to Problems

Problem Occurs

Define the problem and give a direction, a
correction and/or a predetermined consequence

Student is cooperative

Student is uncooperative

Acknowledge student’s cooperation
by giving thanks, praise,
appreciation, etc.

Redirect and give student the
choice of correct/desired behavior
or a consequence

Student is cooperative

Student is uncooperative
Apply the two-minute rule

The Two Minute Rule
content from Iris Media Inc. @ lookiris.com

What Is the Two-Minute Rule?
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The two-minute rule says that if a supervisor cannot resolve a problem with a student in about two
minutes, the supervisor should refer the student to another setting.
Why Use the Two-Minute Rule?
Supervisors in charge of the playground are responsible for all the students. It’s not safe for a
supervisor to become so involved with one student that he or she is not aware of what is going on
in the group. The two-minute rule is used to prevent an unsafe situation from developing.
How to Use the Two-Minute Rule
To use the two-minute rule effectively, schools need to establish someone, or several staff people,
who are responsible for handling situations when a student is referred by a supervisor. Often,
students are referred to a counselor or an administrator. For the two-minute referral rule to work;
all staff need to know where to refer students.
When to Use the Two Minute Rule
If a supervisor uses the procedure for responding to problems and the situation with a student is
not resolved in about two minutes, the supervisor should refer them to another staff member or
setting. Remember to calmly and respectfully give the student the choice to cooperate or be
referred. If the student chooses not to cooperate, calmly follow through.

Communicating
Communication is a key ingredient in creating a safe, respectful and responsible school
environment. Good communication:
Helps everyone feel appreciated and respected
Ensures that rules, expectations, reinforcements, procedures and consequences are clear
and consistent
Creates a sense of unity and teamwork between people at school – students, parents and
staff
Remember the 4:1 Rule here as well
Communicating with Students - Teaching Rules & Expectations
Good communication with students fosters cooperation and engagement. When students know
and understand the rules, and are treated respectfully by staff, they will usually choose to behave
safely, respectfully and responsibly. Ensure that students know what the rules and expectations
are by:
Introducing the school rules at the beginning of the school year
Teaching/discussing them regularly
Posting them on walls and other public places
Providing them to students in writing
content from Iris Media Inc. @ lookiris.com
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Communicating with Parents
Communicate with parents on a regular basis about what is expected of students at school.
Parents who understand the school goal of creating a safe, responsible and respectful atmosphere
can support the schools efforts at home. Parents who understand school rules and expectations
can talk about them with their children and also support these school goals at home.
To build this bridge between school and home, involve parents in school activities and
communicate with them regularly by
sharing positive things their child does
inviting them to participate in and volunteer at school activities
sponsor parent events and meetings
sending newsletters, announcements and other kinds of communications home with
students
posting school rules on the school website

Communicating with Each Other
Communication between staff members is a key ingredient in ensuring that Active Supervision is
used school wide. When staff share information about their experiences, they can coordinate their
efforts so that students get consistent messages.
Information can be shared in a variety ways, including:
staff meetings where staff at all levels have an opportunity
to share experiences and contribute ideas and solutions
informal contact when staff communicate with and help
each other while supervising
use of data collection forms, such as behavior logs, to
document student behavior

Tools for Sharing Information
The student behavior log is a useful tool for tracking and
analyzing student behavior, and for planning
interventions. When filling out a behavior log, be short
and concise. You may find abbreviations for common
problem behavior useful. Be consistent when using the
behavior log and it will provide you with much practical
data.

content from Iris Media Inc. @ lookiris.com
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Plan for Success:
Planning for Being Active:
Circle any problem spots on your school map and discuss strategies with other staff for
actively supervising these areas
How can you use moving and scanning to improve your awareness of both positive and
negative behaviors?
How can you use moving and scanning skills to increase positive contact with students?

Planning for Being Positive:
Keeping track of positive comments and interactions is a good way to increase them. Keep track of
and compare your interactions with students over several days by dividing a sheet of paper into
two columns and noting all positive interactions /comments on one side, and all corrective or
negative interactions/comments on the other side. Total the notations on each side to see how
you’re doing.
What kinds of changes have you noticed in students as you've increased your positive
interactions with them?
What kinds of changes have you noticed in your own attitudes and behavior?

Planning for Responding to Problems:
Describe the problem behaviors you deal with most often on the playground
When a student is displaying problem behavior, do you find yourself becoming engaged in
ways that do not help resolve the situation?
How can you use the instructional approach to correcting student behavior and the 2
minute rule to improve how you respond?
What is your school plan for how and where to refer and uncooperative student?

Planning for Effective Communication:
What is your school plan for regularly communicating rules and expectations to students?
Discuss how your supervisorial skills can benefit from formal and informal communication
with other staff?
What is your school’s policy for responding to emergencies on the playground? How do
you communicate with the office and other staff in these situations?
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Recess Behavior Log
Staff:

Date range:

Recess Period(s):
Watch List

Name/Grade

Past Behavior (brief description)

Past Consequence (brief description)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Name/Grade

Day/Date

Problem Behavior – Consequence – Notable Circumstances (e.g. other students, etc.)
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Information for Parents
What is Systematic Supervision?
Systematic Supervision is a way to monitor school common areas, including the playground, that helps
students become more cooperative and engaged. The approach is based on research that shows that
students respond well to being treated positively and respectfully. In fact, the some research shows that
when adults pay a lot of attention to students' negative behavior, negative behavior actually increases. At our
school, we are using this positive approach to supervising students at recess when they are on the
playground, as well as other areas like the hallways and cafeteria.
This information sheet is intended to give you a good picture of what Systematic Supervision is. We want you,
as a parent, to know what we are doing at school. We hope this will help you understand what we do, and
why. We also hope it will encourage you to support our efforts at making our school a place where everyone
is safe, respectful and responsible.

How Does Systematic Supervision Work?
Supervisors who use Systematic Supervision are working everyday at school to create a safe, respectful and
responsible environment for your child by:
Being Active: Supervisors are encouraged to know what is going on around them by moving around a lot and
looking and listening carefully to what students do and say. Being active means moving and scanning (with
eyes and ears). This approach is different than in some settings where supervisors stand in one spot, often
missing important things that are happening.
Being Positive. Supervisors are encouraged to be friendly, upbeat, and engaged with students. We describe
this as connecting in a positive way with all students and reinforcing students who are behaving appropriately
(being helpful, friendly, etc.). This approach is different than some settings where staff interact most
frequently with problem students. Even though staff members make a special point to notice and reinforce
positive behavior, they do not ignore problem behavior.
Responding to Problems: Even though Systematic Supervision focuses on the positive, it does require
supervisors to respond to inappropriate behavior by letting the student know that his or her behavior is
unsafe, disrespectful or irresponsible. Students are then asked to make a choice to stop the behavior or be
referred to someone else who is not busy supervising a group of students.
Communicating. Supervisors are encouraged to communicate with everyone involved in the school
community including staff, students and parents. Regular communication among staff can improve student
supervision generally, as well as improve relationships with individual students. Staff can communicate with
students to ensure that students understand school rules and expectations, and to establish good
relationships with them.
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Communication with parents is another important activity in ensuring a safe, respectful, responsible
school. This information sheet is one effort to involve you in what is happening at school. We encourage you
to be an active partner in your child's school experience. Please visit the school, volunteer at special events,
and ask for more information about Systematic Supervision or any other topics that interest you.
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Introducing Active Recess to Everyone!
The recess team will need to decide how to get the message out to the entire school community.
Your school may choose to communicate Active Recess to all students at once during a school-wide
assembly, you could choose to share AR class by class, or one grade at a time. It is important that
all the students know that recess time will be changing. Recess will have more fun activities and
games available and students need to follow school expectations and recess rules to be able to
participate in these fun activities.

Assembly
An assembly is an excellent way to kick off “Active Recess” and introduce the entire school
community to a more active recess. The assembly should be fun and focused on activity. Use music
to help make the assembly more upbeat. Open up the assembly with a fun introduction and short
description of what active recess is and why the school is going to be implementing it at every
recess. Just remember to be informative, but also make it fun and exciting for the kids. If you are
excited and stress that the games are fun and new, the kids will love it!
The assembly could include any of the following:
A Group Cheer gives the children a positive vent for their energy and enthusiasm. Have fun with it,
maybe someone knows of a goofy rhyme or can create one to fit the theme of active recess.
Activity Demonstrations by peers will help students get excited about activity. Examples include:
skipping, clapping rhymes, jumps and a special demonstration of a new game. Seeing their peers in
action and being exposed to new games will encourage children to become more active
themselves.
“Recess Ambassadors” or “Play Leaders” can be introduced to the students at the assembly.
These student leaders can be responsible for a portion of the assembly, such as helping to organize
the activity demonstrations or leading the school cheer.
A Community Physical Activity Promoter or Public Health Nurse can be included in the assembly
and asked to promote the benefits of physical activity. In a “do you know” format, have them tell
the students alarming facts about inactivity.
Other guests could include: school board members, superintendents and interested politicians,
parents who have offered to volunteer at recess or with the implementation. Include those who
have played an integral part in bringing “Active Recess” to your school or anyone who you think
would benefit from knowing about the great and innovative steps your school is making.
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Play Day! Play Day!
A “play day” held during an afternoon or extended recess is a great way to introduce Active Recess
to the entire student body. The “play day” can begin with a large group activity such as aerobics;
have a PE teacher or AE lead a mass aerobics class out on the playground. Then, cover information
about Active Recess, the different games and activity stations that will be available and student
behavior expectations.
Students can then proceed to other play stations set up on the playground. Set up activity stations
around the play area, on both the cement and green spaces. The number of stations to be included
is limited only by the time and the number of volunteers available. The students should be
encouraged to look for short line-ups and come back to the most popular events when the line-ups
are shorter. Each student can be given a passport, which is stamped at each station. A whistle can
be blown to inform the kids to move on to a new activity station. This will keep the kids moving
from station to station and to ensure that all of the kids are not at the most popular games and
that every kid tries every station at least once.
Teachers should prepare students for “play day” prior to the event by teaching them the games
during physical education classes. Parents, playground supervisors, teachers and Recess
Ambassadors will be required to monitor each of the stations.

Possible “Play Day” Activity Stations:
Playground Equipment
Jungle gym, swings, slides…

Small Sided

(or a variation)

Kickball Games
Tag Games
Play catch

Four Square

(many variations)

Hula Hoop Games

Relay Games

Jump Rope Games
Small Sided
Basket ball Games

Hopscotch

Parachute Games
Clapping Games

Small Sided
Soccer Games

Playground Fieldtrip
Active Recess can be introduced to students class by class with a playground fieldtrip. Classroom
teachers can take their class on a trip out to the playground sharing with them the new playground
map, the new recess equipment, and the new games that they can play during recess. Make sure
that students know the rules to the games and teach tools like “Rock-Paper-Scissors” to resolve
minor disputes quickly and so kids can return to play.
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What Do I Do When Recess Starts?
1. Have the equipment ready.
Assign someone to be in charge of bringing out the recess equipment at the beginning of recess.
Preferably the equipment should already be out and available as students enter the playground.
This maximizes the time they have for playing.
2. Suggest a few games
Encourage students to choose a game/activity to play. It is helpful to have a few suggested/
preferred game choices each day; too many games can be hard to organize and can overwhelm the
students. These games choices can change from day to day or week to week so that over time
students have many games available to them. Start with new games that were taught to the kids
either in PE or at the play day or assembly (if your school decided to do one of these options). A
key to success is that the AE’s, playground supervisors and Recess Ambassadors know how the
games work and therefore can be encouraging and direct more productive play.
3. Have students lead the games.
Encourage the Recess Ambassadors to lead games that require a game leader. We don’t expect the
recess supervisors to lead games; you have to be supervising the entire playground and keeping
kids safe. Leading the games is an ideal student leadership opportunity. Also, teach students to
resolve problems on their own. For minor disagreements students can use Rock-Paper-Scissors.
This simple tool helps students settle disputes quickly so that they can return to the game.
4. Be positive and engage with the students.
Be positive and encouraging. Recess is a wonderful opportunity to build positive relationships with
students, acknowledge them for all the things that they are doing right! By focusing on the positive
and reinforcing desired behaviors, students will be more likely to continue to follow expectations.
By encouraging students to be active you can help them to be healthy and hopefully to start good
physical activity habits that will benefit them their whole life.
5. Add new games.
Work with the Active Recess Team, especially the PE teacher to periodically introduce and teach
new playground games throughout the year. Highlight the new games and get kids excited about
participating.
6. Teach and reteach the expectations
Post your school’s recess map and expectations in a visible area near the playground. You may also
choose to list the rules to the more popular games. Be proactive; teach and reteach the
expectations so that students know how they should behave on the playground.

7. Maintain the equipment
Remember to collect all the recess equipment and bring it in at the end of recess and place it in a
secure area.
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Student Expectations:
Recess is successful when everyone can have a safe, fun, and active recess. All students must do
their part to make recess successful. Behaviors that are unsafe or disrespectful can spoil recess for
everyone – that’s no fun and no fair.
Students need to know not only what is expected of them, but also why they should act in
appropriate ways. Once student know and understand what is motivating their behavior (the
importance of physical activity, the safety of all, respect for all and personal responsibility) they will
be able to make better decisions.
Schools may have additional recess expectations as well as specific recess rules for students.
Expectations that focus on the desired behavior are best .
Recess Expectations:
Be Active

Physical activity makes you healthy. Physical activity helps you
become fit and build a strong heart, lungs and cardiovascular system.
Healthy students feel good and are ready to learn.
Physical activity makes you smarter. Aerobic activity increases levels
of new brain cell growth. Active kids have more brain cells available
for learning.*
Physical activity is fun. Playing games is a great way to strengthen
relationships with friends and also make new friends. Human beings
are social animals and we like to spend time with others.

Be Safe

Be Responsible

Be Respectful

Safe play keeps kids from getting hurt. Using the equipment
appropriately and respecting others reduces the chance of injury.
Responsible play is play that you are proud of. You feel good when
you do the right thing; you do your best and are proud of your effort
and value the effort of others.
Respectful play shows that you care about others. Follow the golden
rule – treat others fairly, just how you would want to be treated.

*See Spark: The Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain by J. Ratey for more information.
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Staff Expectations:
Managing recess is important to creating a successful and safe school. Recess is not free time, but
rather a time for supervised recreation to facilitate better academic performance in the classroom
and improve social relationships. It is inevitable that all schools will sometimes have problems
during recess, but that should not be an excuse to discourage recess. It is essential that playground
rules are followed and a clear set of consequences are established and followed. The problem, not
the game, should be removed from a troublesome situation.

Staff Expectations:
Review Recess
Expectations Daily

Briefly review student expectations and remind students of which
organized games or activities are available. Post the recess rules
in the classrooms and on the door to the playground.

Map the Playground

Divide the playground into specific areas, or play zones for
different types of games. Designate the areas with visual
markers, such as orange cones. Mark areas which cannot be seen
directly from supervisors’ positions “out of bounds”.

Encourage
Physical Activity

Encourage students to participate in games and other organized
recess activities. By playing, students learn and practice many
valuable social skills and take advantage of a valuable
opportunity to be active during the day.

Use Systematic Supervision Techniques
Be Active

Be Positive

Respond to Problems

Communicate
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Move about the play areas in randomized patterns to monitor
students and visually scan the playground to notice positive
behaviors as well as potential problems right away.
Reinforce desired behavior by being positive, encourage
participation in appropriate play and redirect students who are
beginning to disengage from acceptable play. Positive contact
with students increases appropriate behavior.
Be constructive when correcting problem behavior. Use the
problem behavior flow chart and the two minute rule when
responding to problems (pg. 34 & 35).
You cannot supervise students if you cannot see them and speak
to them in a normal or slightly elevated voice. Use of a bullhorn
is not recommended. The playground supervisor should always
have 2-way communication with the main office in case of
emergency situations.

Active Recess through Systematic Supervision
Implementation Guide: Implementing Active Recess

Everyone Is a Member
Children with Disabilities
All children should be able to play, including children with disabilities. Students with a disability
should be challenged to set personal goals and to focus on their ability, not their disability.
In planning program modifications, think about equipment, skill complexity, the rules of the game
and the space in which the activity takes place.
When adapting the activities, modify the games so that the inclusive version is the children’s first
experience with the activity. Adapted activities will increase successes and provide greater
opportunity for independence.

Program Modifications that Really Work
Equipment:
Using lighter, softer, larger balls will slow the game and allow more time to prepare for
executing a skill
Choosing shorter, lighter bats and racquets gives greater control for those with less arm
length
Choosing larger goals or target areas reduces the number of misses and makes it easier for
everyone to succeed.
Substituting bean bags for balls makes catching and throwing easier for participants with
limited use of their hands
Partially deflating balls for dribbling and kicking activities makes the movement slower and
allows the player more time to prepare

Skills:
Substituting wheeling for running, rolling a ball off a lap for kicking, striking a soccer ball
with a floor hockey stick instead of a foot.
Simplify games by having players drop the ball and catch it rather than asking that they
bounce it consecutively.
Use props to enhance the player’s skills. For example, using a towel can extend a player’s
reach in a game of tag.

Distance/Space:
Use a smaller playing area to make it easier for players of all skill levels to participate and
be in on the action
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Lower the target or move it closer to the players and you will reduce the number of misses
and increase everyone’s feelings of success
Consider having a different starting or finishing point for the player with a disability to
make the competition more equal
Choose a function on the team that requires less or more mobility. For example, a player in
a wheelchair could be a pitcher, a goalie or a designated foul shooter
Reduce the number of players on each team to increase the participation of each player

On the playground, everyone can enjoy the activities presented in this guide and beyond! For
instance, when playing hopscotch, someone in a wheelchair can toss the marker while a friend
hops. A visually impaired student can be guided verbally through the markings. Others can
direct games. With minor applications, Four Square is another game ideally suited for children
with disabilities.

The following resources are also available from Exceptional Teaching (as well as other internet
resources like Amazon):
Games for People with Sensory Impairments by Lauren J. Lieberman and Jim F. Cowart
(http://www.exceptionalteaching.net/gfp1.html)

Creative Play Activities for Children with Disabilities by Lisa Rappaport-Morris and Linda
Schulz (http://www.exceptionalteaching.net/cpa1.html)

Adapted Games and Activities: From Tag to Team Building by Pattie Rouse
(http://store.exceptionalteaching.net/aga1.html)
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Tips to a Successful Active Recess
Encourage students to be active
Students playing structured games have less time or energy for arguments or disputes
Fun playground experiences build positive relationships with staff and positive perceptions
of school. Students who like school are more likely to remain engaged in school
Increased activity levels improve student health; healthy students are better able to learn
Play Small Sided Games. Small sided games only have a handful of players – no big teams here!
Examples would be 3-on-3 basket ball or 3-on-3 soccer. Other playground games like kickball can be
modified so that all players have an active role – no long waits for a chance to kick or just standing
around idly in the outfield. Small sided games are intentionally structured so that all players are
active and highly engaged in the game.
Teach “Rock Paper Scissors” to all students. Students can quickly return to
play when they have the skills to resolve disagreements themselves.
Rock-Paper-Scissors (or a variation) is a great tool for students
to use. By immediately resolving small disputes,
problems don’t escalate and more time is spent
actively playing.
“Recess Ambassadors” are instrumental. Many playground games need a
leader and this is an ideal time for student leaders to shine. Recess supervisors cannot
always be game leaders because their primary responsibility is supervising and ensuring the
safety of all the students on the playground. The role of Recess Ambassador is a great opportunity
for students to practice leadership skills. This can be a rotating privilege that will give a chance to
students (especially those students that might not be academic leaders) a chance to take a
leadership role.
Have students make rule posters. Students can make posters of general playground expectations,
as well as posters explaining the rules of popular playground games. By having students make the
posters, they gain a sense of ownership and respect for the guidelines and also learn a more
complete understanding of how to play the games. These posters can be made visible for children
during recess, in the cafeteria and in hallways.
Get parents involved. Parents may not want to volunteer for recess duty because they might see
recess supervisors as hardnosed rule enforcers. With systematic supervision, this isn’t what recess
management is all about. Yes, some students will need redirections and a few will need more than
just redirection. But with the systematic supervision model in place, most interactions will be
positive.
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Be Positive. Build positive relationships with students. Encouraging students and establishing
positive connections is the best way to ensure a smooth recess experience. Student behavior that
solicits adult reaction is powerful. Many students misbehave as a means of gaining adult attention.
By giving more attention to the positive, positive behavior is reinforced.

Beautiful
work!

Totally!

WOW!

Nice!

I appreciate
that!

You rock!
Way to go!

Right on!

Fantastic job!
Tremendous
team work!

Now you’ve
got it!

Awesome!

Congrats!

Sweet!

Whoo hoo!

That is
dazzling!

Looking good!
You brighten my
day!

Great effort!

What kindness!

Well
Done!

Dynamite!
Super job!

Wonderful!
Terrific!

Outstanding!

Always be Consistent.
Irregular or unbalanced enforcement of playground rules is detrimental it sends an unclear
message and misbehavior is actually more likely to occur. If a student benefits from breaking the
rules, chances are they will try it again. That’s why it is critical that staff enforce the rules
consistently every day. Consistent enforcement of playground rules provides structure, reliability
and stability to recess.
Remain calm and respectful. It can be frustrating when students argue with you over
consequences for misbehavior. It is important to remain calm and treat the student with respect.
Do not engage in arguments. Follow the systematic supervision steps for resolving problems and
use the two minute rule when needed.
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Playground Games
The significance of playground games and sports in a child’s physical, social and emotional
development cannot be overstated. Anyone who regularly spends time around kids will soon
realize that they play to learn more about themselves and the world around them. In many ways,
the playground experience is a laboratory for life.
Recommend a few playground games to play each day. Too many games at once can be hard to
organize and often takes too much valuable recess time for students to choose a game. Limit
games to a few choices, but rotate the games regularly so that students stay interested and get to
try many different games. These games will contribute to a quality recess experience for children
during this important part of their daily life.
As is stated throughout this guide, the following list of games are popular suggestions taken from
books and schools who have implemented active recess – they are just that, suggestions that can
be altered, used or not used, depending on the interest and resources available at your school.

No equipment needed games

pg. 69

Tennis Ball Games

pg. 80

Large Group Games

pg. 71

Tag Games

pg. 80

Playground Ball Games

pg. 72

Relay Games

pg. 83

Soccer Games

pg. 76

Hula Hoop
Games

pg. 85

Basketball Games

pg. 77

Parachute Games

pg. 86

Football Games

pg. 78

Jump Rope
Games

pg. 87

Frisbee Games

pg. 79

Hopscotch
Games

pg. 90

*These games and other information in this guide have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival created
in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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NO EQUIPMENT NEEDED GAMES
Little Brown Bear
Number of players: unlimited
Grade Levels: K-2nd grades
Equipment: None
Where to play: outside or in the gymnasium
Procedure:
Establish a playing area that is rectangular in shape with sidelines that are 30’-50’ apart. Select
one player to stand in the middle and start as the “Little Brown Bear.” The other players are to
line up on a sideline and face the Little Brown Bear.
The game begins when the Little Brown Bear calls out: “Who’s afraid of the Little Brown
Bear?” The other players respond “Not I.” The Little Brown Bear then says: “Then I want you
to ‘skip’ to the other side!” The players then must skip to the other sideline (where they are
safe) while the Little Brown Bear attempts to tag them. Tagged players become helpers and
join the Little Brown Bear in the middle. Helpers (and the Little Brown Bear) must travel the
same way as the fleeing players. The Little Brown Bear should call out a different way to travel
each time (galloping, running, hopping, spinning, tip toeing, going backwards, heal toe
walking, pretend hula hoop walking, high knee marching, robot walking, etc…). The game
end when all the players have been caught.

Man from Mars
Where to play: anywhere
Number of players: unlimited
Grade Levels: K-2nd grades
Equipment: None
Procedure:
Select one player (the “Man from Mars”) to stand in the middle of the playing area facing the
lined players (the “earthlings”). The game begins with the earthlings chanting: “Man from
Mars, Man from Mars. Will you take us to the stars?” The Man from Mars then replies, “Only if
you are wearing____(a color is said).” The earthlings with that colored clothing may walk
safely to the other side. Those without that color run to the side and try to avoid getting
tagged. Tagged players join the Man from Mars in the center of the playing area.

Red Light - Green Light
Where to Play: Anywhere
Number of Players: an entire class
Grade Levels: K-2nd grades
Equipment: None
Procedure:
These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
created in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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Select one player to be the “traffic light;” he/she is to stand 30’-60’ away from the other
players who are lined up facing him.
The game begins with the traffic light player turning his back to the line players and yelling out
“Green Light.” The line players can walk or run toward the traffic light player; however, at any
time, the traffic light player can yell out “Red Light,” and turn around. The line players must
stop immediately. Any player caught still moving must go back to the starting line. Players not
caught are allowed to stay where they are. Play continues in this fashion until one of the
players finally touches the traffic light. The winning player becomes the new “Traffic Light” for
the next round.

Mouse Trap
Equipment: None
Organization: Students form a circle, adult chooses some students to be mice.
Object: To avoid being caught in the trap.
Procedure:
All students in the circle join hands, on a signal given by the adult or chosen student leader, all
the students raise their joined hands. The mice then scurry in and out of the circle (the trap).
The adult gives another signal and all arms go down, any mice that are in the circle are “caught
in the trap” and must sit down in the middle of the circle until all the mice are caught. The
adult chooses new mice, after the other are aught, and begin another game.

Two Deep
Equipment: None
Organization: All students form a circle, except two (runner and chaser)
Object: Avoid being caught
Procedure:
The runner and the chaser stand on the outside of the circle. The chaser tries to catch the
runner, who can save herself by stopping in front of any player. The player she stopped in
front of now becomes the runner and must avoid being caught. When the chaser tags the
runner their positions change immediately.

Truth or Consequences
Where to Play: Outside or in the gymnasium
Number of players: an entire class
Grade Levels: 1st-6th grades
Equipment: None
Procedure:
The cognitive challenges will be more appealing to older students. Divide the players into two
equal groups, with the teams facing each other about 3-5 feet apart. Have the students come
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up with team names, such as “Bulls” and “Bears.” Mark off a safety boundary line about 30-40
feet behind each team.
The game begins with the game leader calling out a statement that is either obviously true or
clearly false. The game leader can use math facts, word spelling, geography facts, or even
simple statements such as “The name of our school is….” If the statement is true, the Bulls
chase the Bears back to their safety line. If false, the Bears chase the Bulls. Any player who is
tagged becomes a member of the opposing team. Players start back at the center area at the
conclusion of each play. Continue until all players on one of the teams have been caught.

LARGE GROUP GAMES
Capture the Flag
Number of players: an entire class
Grade Levels: 3rd-8th grades
Equipment: Cones (for marking boundaries); 6 hula hoops; 4 long ropes (for marking the jail
and flag areas); 2 flags; and football flag sets for each player (or something to show that a
person has been caught/tagged out)
Procedure:
A playing area that is about 50’ by 50’ is ideal. A center line to divide the teams should be
established. With the ropes, mark off the corners for the two jails and flag spots. Three hula
hoops are randomly placed on each side.
Divide the players into two equal teams. The players are to line up facing each other at the
center line. All players are to wear two football flags (or something that can be pulled to show
they are out)
On a starting signal, each team can rush across the center line attempting to capture the other
team’s flag. To be successful, a player has to carry the opponent’s flag back to his own side
without getting one of his football flags pulled. A player who at anytime is on the opposing
team’s side and has his football flag pulled must go to that team’s jail. A jailed player can be
freed if a teammate makes it into the prison (without getting his flag pulled), takes the
prisoner by the hand and walks him back across the center line.
The hula hoops represent safety circles where players can stop off and not be tagged. Only
one player can be in a safety circle at any given time. The first team to have both flags on their
side wins the game.
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PLAYGROUND BALL GAMES
Four Square
Where to Play: Outside on pavement with painted four square playing field
Number of Players: 4 at a time
Grade Levels: 2nd-8th grades
Equipment: One playground ball; chalk if necessary
Procedure:
The four square court can range from 8’ by 8’ for the younger students to 16’ by 16’ for the
upper elementary grades. The court consists of four equal squares, with each labeled A, B, C
and D. The server’s square is normally marked off with a line drawn diagonally across the A
square.
Each player assumes a standing position in one of the four squares. The server (A) starts the
game by bouncing the ball once behind the serving line and, with an open hand, bats it into
another square. Play continues until a fault has been committed by one of the four players.
A fault is any one of the following: (1) stepping over the line while serving; (2) hitting a ball out
of bounds; (3) hitting a line with the ball; (4) failing to return a hit made to your square; (5) or
using an overhand throw or fist to hit the ball.
When a fault has occurred, the players shift positions. If the server (A) commits a fault, he
moves to square D, D moves to C, C moves to B and B becomes the new server. The objective
is to move up a square after each fault and eventually become the server. If the game is being
played with more than four players, the one who commits a fault leaves the court and joins the
line of players waiting to get back into the game.

Kindergarten Four Square
This version allows for younger kids to play who most likely have not developed the agility or
coordination to react and tap the ball. Regular Four Square rules apply, except that each player
catches the ball after the first bounce in his square and then underhand tosses it into another’s
square. Play continues in this fashion throughout the game.

Beanbag Four Square
The game is played like regular Four Square, except that scoops and a bean bag are used
instead of a playground ball. Player rotation stays the same. A foul is committed when (1) the
bean bag falls inside a player’s square; (2) throwing the bean bag out of bounds; (3) throwing
the bean bag so it hits on a line; (4) touching or throwing the bean bag with a leg or arm
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(anything but the scoop); (5) having the bean bag fall out of the scoop; (6) and throwing with
an overhand motion.

Doubles Four Square
This is the same game of Four Square but with two players (partners) at each square with one
in the square and the other waiting outside the square. As soon as the partner inside the
square hits the ball, he quickly gets out and his partner (who is waiting outside the square)
steps into the square prepared to hit the next ball. Partners continue this switching off
throughout the game. Regular Four Square rules are used so if one partner commits a fault
both partners go to the end of the waiting line. This is a great variation of Four Square for
those times when the number of courts is limited.

Two Square
Number of players: 2 or more
Grade Levels: 1st-8th grades
Equipment: One playground ball and chalk, if necessary.
Object: to be the first player to reach 21 points, by a two-point advantage.
Procedure:
The playing area includes two adjoining squares, about four feet on each side. Players stand
outside their squares to await the serve. However, once the ball is served players can move
inside the square at any time to hit the ball.
Played much like table tennis, one bounce is allowed on each side. Hands instead of paddles
are used to hit the ball back and forth instead of paddles. Play continues until one of the two
players makes an error, such as hitting it out of bounds or failing to return the ball. If the player
who received the serve makes an error, the player who served gains a point. If the player who
served makes an error, the ball then is awarded to the other player to serve. Points can only be
earned by the server.
A server continues to serve as long as he is scoring points. The first player to reach 21 points is
the winner, provided that he has a 2-point advantage. If not, play continues until one player
has won by at least 2 points.

Spud
Where to Play: Anywhere
Number of Players: unlimited
Grade Levels: 2nd-6th grades
Equipment: One playground ball or foam ball
Procedure:
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Have the players stand in a circle facing the center player who is holding the ball. Before
starting, each of the players should have an assigned number.
The game starts with the circle players jogging clockwise around the center player. At any
time, the center player can toss the ball up in the air and call out a number. The player whose
number is called attempts to catch the ball by the second bounce, and yells “Freeze” to the
fleeing circle players. All the players must then stay motionless in their positions. The player
with the ball is allowed up to three steps toward a player in order to hit him below the waist,
to tag him. If successful, the thrower becomes the circle player for the next round. If
unsuccessful, the game starts again with the original center player. Play is continuous.

Call Ball
Equipment: One rubber playground ball
Organization: All players, but one, form a circle facing the center.
Object: To catch the ball on the first bounce.
Procedure:
One player, “it”, stands in the middle of the circle. “It” tosses the ball into the air above his
head and calls the name of a player in the circle. The player, whose name was called, runs
forward and attempts to catch the ball on the first bounce. The player catching the ball on the
first bounce becomes “it.” If the player misses catching on the first bounce, the tosser remains
“it.” (More than one circle can be used)

Pickle in the Middle
Equipment: One ball for each group
Organization: Three students in each group
Object: To get past the person in the center of the trap.
Procedure:
Two students attempt to throw, roll or bounce the ball to each other, keeping it away from the
“pickle in the middle”. If the person in the middle gets the ball, the player who last had the ball
is the new “pickle in the middle.”

Ball Snatch
Equipment: One rubber playground ball
Organization: Two teams, lined up in opposite corners
Object: To retrieve the ball without being tagged
Procedure:
The supervising adult stands on the sideline in the middle of the playing field and tosses the
ball towards the center, in the air or on the ground.
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Two matched opponents run out from their corners as soon as the adult releases the ball and
attempt to get the ball and return it to their corner goal lines. If one person returns
successfully with the ball without being tagged by their opponent, they score a point for their
team. If tagged the other team scores the point. It may not always be smart to get the ball first.
Sometimes the two opponents may get to the center and neither will want to snatch the ball,
in this case the adult, after a short wait, should count to five hoping one of them will take the
ball. If there is a stalemate, both return the end of their lines and no points are scored.

Roll Dodge ball
Equipment: Two rubber playground balls
Organization: 20 to 40 players forming two teams, one in a circle
Object: To dodge the balls
Procedure:
One team is the circle team, the other team is the center team. Two balls are given to the circle
team who roll them at the feet of the center team, trying to hit them. Center players move
around to dodge the balls. When a center player is hit he leaves the circle (NOT join the other
team). After a designated time or after all the players have been hit, the teams trade places.

Circle Stride Ball
Equipment: Two rubber playground balls
Organization: Circle, facing in
Object: To throw the ball between the legs of any player before he can get his hands down
and stop it.
Procedure:
Each child is in the wide straddle step, with the outside of their foot against the foot of the
students next to them. Hands are on knees and must be kept there until the ball is thrown at
them. If the player fails to stop the ball, a point goes against him. Players having the least
points against them are the winners.

Kickball
Where to Play: preferable on a soft ball field, a grassy area will do.
Number of players: 6-9 on a team; two teams
Grade Levels: 3rd-8th grades
Equipment: a large playground ball or foam soccer ball; if not on a soft ball field, cones for
bases
Object: To be the team with the most points (“runs”)
Procedure:
First, form two equal teams. One team lines up to kick and the other team assumes fielding
positions (as in softball). The game is played very much like softball with the following
exceptions:
These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
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1) Instead of batting, a ball is rolled by the pitcher to the batter who kicks it. After the
kick, the kicker runs the bases as in softball
2) The fielding team can put the kicker out by catching a fly ball, tagging the runner
while between bases, or forcing the runner out by getting the ball to a base before the runner
gets there.
3) No leading-off or base stealing is allowed by the base runners
4) There are unlimited outs. Teams switch places after everyone on the kicking team
has kicked. One point is scored each time the kicker has safely returned home. The team with
the highest number of points (or “runs) at the end of the designated number of innings wins
the game.

SOCCER GAMES
3-ON-3 SOCCER
Equipment: soccer ball, cones
Number of players: 6 players
Object: To be the team with the most points.
Procedure:
This game is played much like regular soccer except that there are only three players on a team
and the field is smaller (about 40’ by 60’ is ideal). Cones can be used for goal markers. One
player for each team should start in the goalie position with the other two players at midfield.
The game begins with one team kicking of. Teams try to score by kicking the ball through the
opponent’s cones. A kickoff follows each score, with players rotating positions. Rotating
allows equal opportunities to play both goalie and forward. Regular soccer rules apply to
scoring, hand violations, out of bounds and rough play.

Crab Soccer
A variation to regular soccer only the participants are required to be in a crab position. This
game is best played in the gymnasium, but outside will work.
Two foam soccer balls are placed in the middle of the court, with each team on their own side
before starting play. On a starting signal, both teams move forward and attempt to move the
balls over their opponent’s end line (while in crab position). Hands cannot be used to hit the
ball. After a score, simply place the ball back in the middle for non-stop action (the other ball
remains in play). One point is scored for each ball that crosses the opponent’s end line.

Dribble Freeze Tag
This is a terrific mixture of tag and soccer. Use a gymnasium or an outside playing area that is
about 20 x 30 yards in size. With the exception of three players (who are the “its” and do not
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have a ball), all players need to stand scattered around the playing area with a foot on a soccer
ball.
On a starting signal, the players begin dribbling randomly within the playing area. At the same
time, the “its” attempt to tag the dribblers. A dribbler that is tagged has to stop and sit on
their ball. He is “frozen” until a free dribbler gets close enough to touch them on the shoulder,
thereby “unfreezing” him. Players who end up being tagged the least often are the winners.

BASKETBALL GAMES
Half-Court Basketball
Equipment: One basketball (one basketball hoop/court)
Number of players: Varies depending on what set-up you choose. It can range from 6, 8 or 10.
Object: To get the highest score (the most baskets)
Procedure:
This could allow for two games to be played on one basketball court, resulting in more
children being actively involved at once. Played like regulation basketball, the out-of-bounds
lines include the standard lines plus the center line. Teams can play three-on-three, four-onfour, or five-on-five.
The game begins with a jump ball at the free throw line. After that, regular rules apply except:
(1) when the offensive team scores, the opposing team will throw the ball in from out of
bounds at the center line; (2) if the defensive team gets possession of the ball, they must
dribble or pass it past the free throw line before scoring. Scoring is the same as in regular
basketball.

Horse
Equipment: One basketball (basketball hoop/court)
Grade levels: All
Number of players: 2nd-8th grades
Object: To be the last player to spell the word “H-O-R-S-E”
Procedure:
Played with one goal, players decide between themselves who will shoot first. The game
begins with the first shooter taking a shot from anywhere on the court. If the ball goes in, the
other shooter must make it from that same spot. If the second shooter misses, the letter “H”
is assigned. If he makes it, no letter is given.
When the first shooter misses a shot, the second shooter then gets the chance to make a shot,
which must be duplicated. The letters H-O-R-S-E are assigned to players that miss shots that
must be duplicated. The first player that has H-O-R-S-E spelled against him loses.

Around the World
These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
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Equipment: One basketball (basketball hoop/court)
Grade levels: All
Number of players: 2nd-8th grades
Object: To be the first player to successfully make all the shots (spots 1-8 and back again) wins
the game.
Procedure:
The player chosen to shoot first, shoots from spot #1 (at the base of the key on the basketball
court). If the shot is good, he moves up to the next spot. If he misses, the second player then
gets a turn at shooting from spot #1. Play continues with each player shooting from the spot
hey last missed from. The first player to successfully make all the shots wins the game.

Bull in the Ring
Equipment: One basketball
Number of players: Groups of 6-8 players
Grade Levels: 2-8th grades
Object: To be the “bull” the least amount of times
Procedure:
Form groups of 6-8 players with each group standing in a circle formation. Assign one player to
stand in the middle and be the “bull.” On a starting signal, the players pass a basketball back
and forth among themselves while, at the same time, the “bull” attempts to touch or intercept
it. If a ball is touched by the “bull,” then the player who last touched it switches places and
becomes the next “bull.” Players can not throw a pass to the player to either side of them, nor
can they throw it to the player who threw it to them.

FOOTBALL GAMES
Five Catches
Equipment: Football
Number of players: Two teams with five players each
Grade Levels: 3rd-8th grades
Object: To be the team that scores the highest points
Procedure:
Form two teams with five players each. Multiple games can be played simultaneously if space
allows. Pinnies should be worn to distinguish the two teams. A marked of playing area that is
about 30 by 50 feet is ideal.
The objective is for a team to make five consecutive passes to five different players without
dropping the ball or having it intercepted. To begin, have the players scatter throughout the
playing area. Each player is designed to guard one player on the opposing team. The player
with the ball can not take more than three steps when attempting to throw to a teammate,
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nor can he hold the ball for more than five seconds. Either of these violations results in the
opposing team gaining possession of the ball. A team to make five successful catches scores
one point. The team with the highest point total at the end of play wins the game.

FRISBEE GAMES
Frisbee Golf
Equipment: One Frisbee for each player; nine hula hoops; nine numbered cones
Grade Levels: 3rd-8th grades
Number of players: 2-5 players to each course
Object: To complete the course in the fewest number of “strokes”
Procedure:
Set up the golf course by placing hula hoops about 20’-40’ apart in a scattered formation. Put a
number cone (1-9) in the middle of each hula hoop. Assign 2-5 players to each course.
To begin, a player throws a Frisbee toward the first hole (the hula hoop), hoping to land it
inside the hula hoop. In order, the other players do the same. Continue until all the players
have gone through the course and made their Frisbees into each “hole.” The player with the
lowest score at a “hole” (the fewest throws attempted for the Frisbee) is allowed to throw
first for the next hole.

Ultimate Frisbee
Where to Play: Outside on a soccer field or football sized field.
Number of players: At least 6 players
Grade Levels: 3-8th grades
Equipment: 1 frisbee; pinnies to identify teams
Procedure: Like Soccer, but with a Frisbee!
Form two equal teams, with each standing on their goal line. Designate one team to start with
the Frisbee first.
The game begins with the offensive team (the team with the Frisbee) advancing the Frisbee
down the field by throwing and catching the Frisbee to teammates. Players in possession of
the Frisbee cannot walk or run with it; however, a player can pivot on one foot (as in
basketball) while trying to pass. Players that do walk or run with the Frisbee forfeit possession
to the other team.
The defensive team can intercept the Frisbee at any time. Also, if an offensive team allows the
frisbee to fall uncaught to the ground, the other team is given possession. Defensive players
can guard but cannot touch or make physical contact with the offensive players. If so, a nonguarded free throw is made at the spot of infraction.
To score, the offensive team must have the Frisbee caught by one of its players behind the
opponent’s goal line. Each goal counts as one point. After each score, the teams line up again
These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
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on their goal lines and the non-scoring team starts with the possession of the Frisbee. Play
continues until a predetermined number of points have been reached or a time limit has been
set.

TENNIS BALL GAMES
Handball
Where to Play: Outside on a hard surface with a wall
Number of Players: 2 to 4 players at one time
Grade Levels: 2nd-8th grades
Equipment: One tennis ball and a wall
Object: To be the first player to score a set amount of points (the playground supervisor can
set the points if the children cannot decide for themselves)
Procedure:
The server starts the game by bouncing the ball on the ground and, as it comes up, hitting it at
the wall. The ball must bounce back over the serving line to be considered legal. A server has
two tries to make a legal serve. The opponent tries to hit the served ball back against the wall.
The ball can be hit after it bounces or while still on the fly.
The players attempt to hit the ball back and forth continuously until one fails to hit it, or hits it
out of bounds, or else hits it over the wall. If the server makes the mistake, the serve goes to
the other player. If the player receiving the serve makes the error, the server is awarded the
point. Players can only score points when they are serving.
Doubles can also be played. The procedure is essentially the same except that the partner
closest to the ball returns it. Scoring is the same as in singles play.

TAG GAMES
Tag Games
Where to play: Most can be played anywhere, it depends on which variation of tag you are
playing
Number of players: Most tag games will need to have at least several players. An entire class
can participate in most tag games.
Grade Levels: K-8th grade
Equipment: Most tag games involve taggers, so pinnies, balls etc. are often used to tell them
apart. Equipment may also be used as part of the movement required in the game.
Special Note: Always be sure to instruct the players to run and move safely during these
games to avoid injury. Jogging, skipping, etc., would be more appropriate traveling options for
the younger players. Avoid playing these games around any object(s) that players could run
into and be injured.
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Blob Tag
Procedure: Select two players to hold hands and be the “blob.” The other players scatter
throughout the playing area. The “blob” chases other players attempting to tag them with
their outside hands. Tagged players hold hands with the blob and become part of the growing
blob. The blob can never break up—it just keeps getting larger and larger until everyone is
caught and is part of the “blob.”

Stuck in the Mud
Procedure: Designate 3-6 players to be the “Its,” each wearing pinnies or holding foam balls
(to tag others with). The game begins with the “Its” chasing others, attempting to tag
everyone in order to end the game. Tagged players must stand with their feet apart, hand on
top of their heads. The remaining free players can free the tagged players by crawling
between their legs.

Line Tag
Procedure: This game is best played on a basketball court (inside or outside). Have the players
stand on the court lines. Select three players to be taggers. Each should have a small foam ball
in his hands. On a starting signal, the taggers chase the others attempting to touch another
player with his ball (no throwing allowed). Once a player is tagged, he takes the ball and
becomes one of the taggers. All players, including the taggers, must stay on the lines. At the
end of play, the players who have been tagged the least often can be designated the game
champions

Hit the Deck Tag
Procedure: Designate 3-6 players to be the “Its,” each holding foam balls (to tag others with).
The game begins with the “Its” chasing the other players, attempting to tag everyone in order
to end the game. At anytime, players can avoid being tagged by lying on their backs with arms
and legs pointed upward. Upside down players can start running again at anytime. Players that
are tagged must lie on their stomachs. Free players can touch tagged players, thereby allowing
them to play again. This game is all about continuous action and movement!

Beanbag Tag
Procedure: Each player starts with a beanbag. The object of the game is to tag others by
hitting their feet (or shoes) with an underhanded throw; and because everyone is an “it,” to
avoid being tagged. Once tagged, a player must perform 10 jumping jacks (or similar activity)
before being allowed back into the game. Play is continuous.

These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
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Laugh Tag
Procedure: Start with three taggers. On a starting signal, the taggers attempt to tag as many
players as possible. If tagged, a player puts his hands on his hips and stands with a sad look on
his face. However, a tagged player can play again if a free player comes up to him and makes a
funny face or does something which causes him to smile and/or laugh. Play is continuous.

Sports Tag
Procedure: Start with three taggers who have a foam ball in their hands (to distinguish
themselves at the taggers). On a starting signal, the taggers attempt to tag as many players as
possible. If tagged, a player must assume a sports stance or position (such as a baseball player
in a batting stance or a basketball player shooting etc.). A tagged player can play again only if a
free player comes up to him and guesses the correct sport. If the free player guesses
incorrectly, the tagged player must stay in that position until another play ultimately guesses
the correct sport. Play is continuous.

Freeze Tag
Procedure: Choose three players to be taggers (the freezers) and two players (the defrosters)
to free others. The taggers attempt to freeze all the players while, at the same time, the
defrosters touch the frozen players and free them. The defrosters have to avoid the taggers as
they can become frozen as well. Play is continuous until all the players are frozen.

Partner Tag
Procedure: Have the players pair up with a partner and hold hands. Assign 1-3 couples to start
the game as taggers. They should hold a foam ball to identify themselves. On a starting signal,
each of the tag couples attempts to touch other couples with their ball. If tagged, a couple
takes the ball and becomes the new chasers. Play for a set time limit. At the end, the couples
that have been the taggers the least often can be declared the champs.

Couple Tag
Equipment: None
Organization: Two goal lines, students run in pairs, all pairs except one line up on one goal
line.
Object: To get from one goal to the next without being tagged
Procedure:
A pair in the center is “it.” “It” calls out “come!” the students try to get to the other goal,
keeping hands joined, without being tagged. As soon as a couple is tagged they help “it” tag
the rest of the game. If hands are not held all the way to the next goal, that couple is
considered caught. The last couple to make it to the goal are the winners and are “it” for the
next game.
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Animal Tag
Procedure: A playing area with two parallel lines about 30’-50’ is ideal. Divide the players into
two equal groups with each group standing on a sideline. The game leader goes to one group
and they quietly decide on a particular animal they would like to imitate. This group then
moves, like that animal, all the way over to within 5’-6’ of the other group. The group watching
now tries to guess which animal they are imitating. If they guess correctly, they chase the first
group back to its line, attempting to tag as many as possible. If tagged, a player must join that
team. The groups then reverse roles and alternate this pattern throughout the game.

RELAY GAMES:
RELAY GAMES:
Where to play: Anywhere
Number of players: 4-6 players to a team; unlimited teams
Grade Levels: K-8th grades
Equipment: One playground ball for each team

Dribble and Hop (Ball Relay)
Where to play: Anywhere
Number of players: 4-6 players to a team; unlimited teams
Grade Levels: K-8th grades
Equipment: One playground ball for each team
Procedure: Each team lines up in file with the first player holding the ball. On a starting signal,
the first player from each team runs and dribbles his ball to a turn-a-round cone. Once there,
he puts the ball between his ankles and hops back to the starting line. The subsequent players
do the same. First team to complete the relay wins.

Over N’ Under (Ball Relay)
Where to play: Anywhere
Number of players: 4-6 players to a team; unlimited teams
Grade Levels: K-8th grades
Equipment: One playground ball for each team
Procedure: Each team is to stand in a file with each player about 2-3 feet behind the player in
front. On a starting signal, the first player passes the ball to the player behind him by handing it
straight over the top of his head. The receiving player passes the ball to the next player by
going between his legs with it. This “over and under” pattern continues until the last player
receives the ball. At that time, the receiver takes the ball, runs to the beginning of the line and
starts the over and under pattern again. The relay ends when all the players are back in their
original positions.
These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
created in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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Base-Running Relay
Where to play: A softball diamond; if not available, place four bases in a similar formation.
Number of players: Four teams of equal numbered players
Grade Levels: 2nd-8th grades
Equipment: Bases
Procedure:
Place each of the four teams at a base. On a starting signal, the first player in each team runs
counterclockwise around the bases, touching each one. When he gets back to his starting
base, he tags the next teammate in line and goes to the back of the line. The relay ends when
all the players have run the bases. The first team to complete the relay wins.

Beanbag Relay
Where to play: Anywhere
Number of players: 3-5 players to a team; unlimited teams
Equipment: Three hula hoops, three bean bags, and one box for each item.
Grade Levels: K-8th grades
Procedure:
The teams start by standing in a file formation behind a box or a pile (which contains the three
bean bags). Three hula hoops are to be placed about 10’ apart in a straight line in front of each
team.
On a starting signal, the first player in each team takes one bean bag from their box and puts it
into the first hula hoop. This same player then takes another bean bag, places it inside the
second hula hoop, and does the same for the third hula hoop. When finished, the player tags
the next teammate in line who then picks up the bean bag in the first hula hoop, brings it back
to the box, and does the same for the next two hula hoops. The relay ends when each player
has had a turn.

Rescue Relay
Where to Play: Anywhere
Number of Players: 3-5 players on a team; unlimited teams
Grade levels: K-6th grade
Equipment: Cones
Procedure:
Mark off two lines about 30’-60’ apart. Teams line up in a file with the exception of one player
who stands at the opposite line facing his teammates. On a starting signal, the single player
from each team runs to the first teammate in line, grasps him by the wrist, and runs back to his
line. The rescued player then runs back and gets the next player in line. The relay continues in
this fashion until all have been rescued.
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Movement Skills Relay
Where to Play: Can be done anywhere, but best played outdoors on grass.
Number of players: 3-5 players to a team; unlimited teams
Grade Levels: K-8th grade
Equipment: Cones
Procedure:
Group the players into equal teams of 3-5 players. Each team starts by sitting in a file behind a
starting cone. A turn-a-round cone is placed about 40’-100’ in front of each team (distance will
depend on the age of the players). On a starting signal, the first player in each team moves as
quickly as possible down the field, around the cone and back to the starting line where he tags
the next teammate in line. That player does the same and so on. A team sits down when all of
its players have finished. The first team to finish wins. Some of the movements that the game
leader can call are:
-Running, running forward halfway and backwards on the return, crab walk, bear walk
(running on all fours), skipping, galloping, backwards skipping, hop on one foot one way and
on the other foot the other way, jump down and run back, slide down and leap back and any
combination of these! Other classics that kids love are Leap Frog Relay and Wheelbarrow
Relay.

HULA HOOP GAMES
Hula Hoop Challenges:

The addition of hula hoops to the recess setting can present

exciting and fun challenges for children. Below are a few challenges that game leaders/AE’s
will want to present to their students for non-stop excitement.

Eggbeater (Hula Hoop Challenge):

Spin the hoop like a top or eggbeater. Time how long

you can make it spin. See how many times you can run around the hoop before it falls.

Around & Around (Hula Hoop Challenge):

Hula hoop around your waist, legs, neck and

arms: See how long you can keep it going. Try hula hoping with two or more hoops at the
same time. See if you can switch arms while hula hoping!

Jump Your Hula Hoop! (Hula Hoop Challenge):

Use your hoop like a jump rope: Can you

jump forward? Backwards? How many times can you jump without a mistake?

Spin it! (Hula Hoop Challenge):

Put a backward spin on the rope and make it roll back to you:

How far can you roll it and still have it roll back to you?

These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
created in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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Hula Hoop Bumper Tag
Where to Play: Anywhere
Number of players: Two players to a hula hoop; unlimited groups
Grade Levels: K-6th grade
Equipment: One hula hoop for every two people; three foam balls
Procedure:
Divide the players into pairs; each pair stands inside a hoop and holds on waist high. Assign
three groups to be the “Its.” The “Its” start with one of the players holding a foam ball (to tag
others with).
On a starting signal, the three “It” group chase the other, attempting to tag either player
inside a hula hoop. Any group that is tagged takes the ball and becomes the new “It”
(therefore, the “its” will be changing throughout the game). The groups that finish the game
being the “it” the least often win.

Parachute Challenges
Parachute play brings a new level of excitement to any school setting and can be enjoyed by
children of all ages. One of the larger parachutes can usually accommodate up to 25-30 players
at one time. Besides game activities, children enjoy challenges such as the following.

Popcorn

(Parachute challenge): Place foam or whiffle balls on the parachute. Have the

players shake the parachute as vigorously as possible in order for the balls to “pop” out.

Clean the Chute (Parachute challenge):

Have the players jump up and down, and shake

the parachute as vigorously possible in order to “clean the chute.” This is a great warm-up
activity.

Number Exchange (Parachute challenge):

To start, have the players count off by fours to

make 4 teams. The game leader calls out a number as a dome is being made with the
parachute. This is done by having the players start with one knee on the ground along the
parachute. On a signal, the players quickly stand up, raise the parachute above their heads and
then return to their starting position. This traps the air under the chute creating a “dome”
effect. Those players with the team whose number was called must exchange positions with
each other before the chute comes back to the ground.

Parachute Volleyball
Where to Play: Anywhere
Number of players: An entire class
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Grade Levels: 2nd-8th grade
Equipment: One parachute; one volleyball
Procedure:
The players are divided into equal teams who stand on opposite sides of the parachute facing
each other. Place a volleyball in the middle of the parachute. On a starting signal, each team
tries to shake the volleyball off the chute over the heads of their opponents. A team scores
one point for each successful “spike.” Play to 15 points.

JUMP ROPE GAMES
Long Rope Jumping Challenges
The following tricks and challenges begin with less difficult task which are aimed primarily for
the younger and/or less experienced children. In order, they become progressively more
difficult and challenging. Use ropes that are about 10-12 feet long for Kindergarten and first
grade; 14-16 feet for second graders and older students.
Note: Children need to be instructed in how to properly hold and turn a rope before beginning
the challenges.

Jump the Stick (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

The two turners hold the motionless

rope so that the middle is about 6 inches off the floor. Jumpers take turns. Try doing 5-15
jumps without stopping. This is a good warm-up activity.

High Water (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

Same as above except one turner holds the

rope to the floor while the other turner holds it waist-high. Starting at the low end, the jumper
progresses up the rope, jumping higher and higher as he approaches the high end of the rope.

Pendulum Swing (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

The turners swing the rope back and

forth like a pendulum (a half turn). Jumpers can either start in the middle or can run into the
moving rope. Have jumpers attempt 10-20 consecutive jumps.

Run through (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

Turners execute the regular full swing of

the rope. Players take turns running through the turning rope without getting touched by it.

Regular Jumping (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

Jumpers attempt to jump a turning

rope a predetermined number of times. Begin with jumpers starting in the middle. Progress to
jumpers running into a turning rope to start.

These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
created in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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Stunts (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

Have the jumper attempt a variety of movements:

quarter and half turns, touching the ground after each jump, straddle jumps, rocker steps etc.
Also consider using equipment such as: bouncing a basketball while jumping, jumping with a
short rope while in the middle, juggling tennis balls while jumping in the middle and anything
else the children and supervisors can think of!

Hot Pepper (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

Turners begin by turning the rope slowly.

They progressively turn it faster and faster while a player is jumping in the middle. See how
many times each jumper will last.

Egg Beater (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

Two ropes are crossed in an “X” formation,

each end held by a turner. In unison, one rope is turned clockwise with the other turned
counterclockwise. The jumper enters the turning ropes, jumps 5-10 times and exists without
stopping the rope.

Double-Dutch (Long Rope Jumping Challenge):

This stunt involves two ropes being turned

alternately toward each other. Have the players spend plenty of time perfecting the turn
before allowing jumpers. Remind jumpers to focus on the rope furthermost away and to enter
as it nears the floor. This is a challenging stunt, but a great one to learn!

Jump Rope Rhymes:

Are very popular and can help children keep the rhythm, keep jump

counts and describe stunts to be performed. Here are a few:
1.

(Jump Counting)
Candy, Candy in the dish:
How many pieces do you wish?
One, Two Three (and so on)

2. (Jump Counting)
Tick Tock, Tick Tock
Give the time by the clock
It’s one, two (up to midnight)
3. (Jump Counting)
James, James (student’s name) at the gate,
Eating cherries from a plate
How many cherries did he eat?
One, Two, Three (and so on)
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4. (Jump Counting)
Alphabet, alphabet
I know my A, B, C’s
Listen to me…A, B, C (all the way to Z)
5. (Stunt Performing)
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, turn around
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, touch the ground
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, touch your shoe
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, jump turn too
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, go upstairs (lift knees high)
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, say your prayers
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, turn out the light,
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, say good night (the jumper exists)
6. (Hot Pepper)
James, James (student’s name), set the table,
Bring the plates if you are able
Don’t forget the salt and
The red hot pepper (tuners turn the rope faster and faster).
7. (Hot Pepper)
I like milk, I like tea
How many girls (boys) are wild about me?
One, two, three (and so on, with the rope turning faster and
faster)

SHORT ROPE CHALLENGES
The following challenges begin with less difficult tasks which are primarily for the younger and
less experienced jumper. In order, the challenges get progressively more difficult. Most K-2nd
graders will use 5-6 foot ropes, 3rd-4th graders will want 6-7 foot ropes, and older students will
want 8-9 foot ropes.
Note: Children need to be properly instructed on how to hold and turn a rope before
beginning most of these challenges

Double Jump

(Short rope challenge): Player jumps twice, off both feet, for every turn of

the rope; once when the rope is overhead and again as it passes underneath the feet

Single Jump (Short rope challenge):

Player jumps once, off both feet, for every turn of the

rope
These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
created in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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Backward Swing (Short rope challenge):

Using either the double jump or single jump,

turn the rope backwards and try jumping

Jogging (or Alternate foot) Step (Short rope challenge):

Using a running patter,

alternate landing on the right foot, and then left foot as the rope passes underneath

Boxer (Short rope challenge):

Jump twice on the right foot, then twice on the left foot.

Continue jumping twice on each foot.

Rocker (Short rope challenge):

Start with one foot forward. As the rope passes under the

front foot, shift the weight from the back foot to the front foot (lifting the back foot up). Shift
the weight from the front foot to the back foot after the rope passes underneath.

Side Swing and Jump (Short rope challenge):

Swing the rope, held with both hands, to

one side of the body and then the other. After the two side swings, jump once, off both feet.
Repeat the swing-swing-jump pattern.

Skier (Short rope challenge):

Jump sideways, off both feet, across a line on the floor. The

sideways motion is similar to how skiers move down a mountain slope.

Forward Criss-Cross (Short rope challenge):

Start with feet together. As the rope is

turning overhead, cross arms creating a loop. Jump through the loop, uncross the arms and
single jump. As the rope turns overhead, cross the arms again. Repeat the pattern.

HOPSCOTCH GAMES
Hopscotch
Number of Players: Any number
Grade Levels: K-6 grades
Equipment: A hopscotch diagram; chalk if necessary; an object for a marker
Object: To complete the course without committing a foul.
Procedure:
The 1st player in line throws a marker into box #1. The player then hops on one foot to the end
of the court, hopping over the square that contains the marker. This same player, once in the
last box, turns and hops back again. He would stop at the second box, pick up the marker from
the first box and hop out. If this player is successful in his first turn, he would then proceed to
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throwing the marker inside box #2 and so forth. Players should take turns, always starting
where they left off, until someone has successfully navigated all the spaces.
A player forfeits a turn and must return to the back of the line whenever any of the following
fouls have been committed: (1) failure to throw the marker fully inside the intended box; (2)
stepping on a line; (3) hopping into a box that contains the marker; (4) using hands to support
oneself while picking up a marker. The first player to complete the course successfully wins the
game.

These games have been adapted with permission from Recess Revival
created in partnership with Allina and Steps to a Healthier Minneapolis.
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Indoor Recess
The following activities work well for times when students cannot go outside for recess. It is
important that students are active during indoor recess. This is especially true during the
winter months, when students may not have many opportunities to be active outdoors.
Whenever possible, it is best to hold indoor recess in a large space, such as the gym. Many of
the outdoor games can be played in a large space with only minor adaptations. If a large area is
not available, activities for limited spaces are listed here.
Many of these activities require someone in a guidance or leadership role. Recess
Ambassadors or Play Leaders are ideal in these situations to guide the games. This way the
recess supervisors are free to supervise all students. All recess rules and expectations still
apply during indoor recess. Be sure both that students know the same recess rules apply and
that supervisors enforce the rules consistently.
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Suggested Daily Calendar

September
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Two square and
hopscotch

Couple tag

Mouse trap

Call ball

Mouse trap

Freeze tag

Kindergarten four
square

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch/
double four
square

Two square &
hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square
/hopscotch

Hula hoop
bumper tag

Freeze tag

Kickball

Blob tag

Stuck in the mud

Hopscotch/
double four
square

Bean bag four
square &
hopscotch

Two square &
hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Handball
(2-8 gr)

Bull in the ring
(2-8 gr)

Little brown bear
(K-2 gr)

Red light-green
light (K-2 gr)

Mouse trap

Stuck in the
mud

Laugh tag

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Two square

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Bean bag tag

Sport tag

Call ball

Kick ball

Two deep
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October
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Four square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Freeze tag

Red light/green
light (K-2)
Capture the flag
(3-8)

Two square

Spud

Kindergarten four
square

Stuck in the mud

Hopscotch

Freeze tag

Hopscotch

Pickle in the
middle

Man from Mars
(K-2)
Handball (2-8)
Double four
square

Bean bag relay

Capture the flag
(3-8 gr)

Laugh tag

Little brown
bear(K-2 gr)
Hopscotch

Frisbee golf
8 gr)

Bean bag four
square
(3Handball (2-8 gr)

Man from Mars
(K-2 gr)

Red light –green
light(k-2 gr)

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Bean bag tag

Spud

Laugh tag

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Mouse trap

Kick ball

Circle stride ball

Roll dodge ball

Line tag
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November
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Call ball

Laugh tag

Kick ball

Call ball

Kindergarten four
square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Two square

Bull in the ring (28)
Little brown bear
(K-2)

Sport tag

Stuck in the mud

Roll dodge ball

Couple tag

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Spud

Line tag

Red light green
light(K-2)
Capture the
flag(3-8)

Kickball

Blob tag

Kindergarten four
square

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Pickle in the
middle

Hit the deck tag

Man from Mars
(K-2)
Five catches
(3-8)

Double four
square

Bean bag relay

Blob Tag

Freeze Tag
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December
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Red light green
light(K-2)
Bull in the ring (28)

Blob tag

Two deep

Kickball

Laugh tag

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Spud

Couple tag

Stuck in the mud

Blob tag

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Man from Mars
(K-2)
Five catches
(3-8)

Kickball

Little brown bear
(K-2)
Capture the flag
(3-8)
Hopscotch

Freeze tag

Call ball

Pickle in the
middle

Double four
Square

Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Blob tag

Two deep

Kickball

Laugh tag
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January
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch/
double four
square

Two square and
Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square/
Hopscotch

Hopscotch/
Double four
square

Freeze tag

Kickball

Blob tag

Stuck in the mud

Mouse trap

Hopscotch/Doub
le four square

Two square and
hopscotch

Kindergarten
Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Mouse trap

Handball
(2-8 gr)

Bull in the Ring
(2-8 gr)

Laugh tag

Bean bag tag

Little brown
bear (K-2 gr)

Red light-green
light (K-2 gr)

Four Square

Hopscotch

Two square

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Blob Tag

Sport tag

Call ball

Kick ball

Freeze Tag

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch/
Double
Foursquare

Couple Tag

Mouse Trap

Kickball

Two deep

Hula hoop
bumper tag
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February
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Hopscotch

Two square

Hopscotch

Double
foursquare

Hopscotch

Spud

Freeze tag

Bean bag relay

Bean bag four
square

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Handball (2-8 gr)
Red light –green
light(k-2 gr)

Stuck in the
mud

Pickle in the
middle

Bean bag tag

Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Kick ball

Circle stride ball

Roll dodge ball

Capture the flag
(3-8 gr)
Little brown
bear(K-2 gr)

Bean bag relay

Mouse trap

Frisbee golf
(3-8 gr)
Man from Mars
(K-2gr)

Double four
square

Man from Mars
(K-2)
Handball (2-8)

Four square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Freeze tag

Red light/green
light (K-2)
Capture the flag
(3-8)

Man from
Mars(K-2)
Handball (2-8)

Spud

Line tag
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March
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Four square

Kindergarten
four square

Pickle in the
middle

Call ball

Laugh tag

Kick ball

Bull in the ring (28)
Little brown bear
(K-2)

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Two square

Hopscotch

Sport tag

Stuck in the
mud

Roll dodge ball

Couple tag

Spud

Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Line tag

Red light green
light(K-2)
Capture the
flag(3-8)

Small team
kickball

Blob tag

Hit the deck tag

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Four square

Man from
Mars(K-2)
Five catches
(3-8)

Bean bag relay

Call ball

Line tag

Small team
kickball
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April
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Two deep

Kickball

Laugh tag

Red light green
light(K-2)
Bull in the ring (28)

Little brown bear
(K-2)
Capture the flag
(3-8)

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Four square

Hopscotch

Freeze tag

Call ball

Pickle in the
middle

Man from Mars
(K-2)
Five catches
(3-8)

Kindergarten
Four square

Hopscotch

Two square and
hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch/
Double four
square

Call Ball

Mouse Trap

Freeze tag

Freeze tag

Kickball

Two square and
hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square/
hopscotch

Hopscotch/
Double four
square

Bean bag four
square and
hopscotch

Two square and
hopscotch

Blob tag

Stuck in the
mud

Mouse trap

Stuck in the mud
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Kickball

Handball (2-8 gr)
Little brown bear
(K-2 gr)
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May
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Kindergarten
Four square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Two square

Bull in the ring (28 gr)
Red light green
light (K-2 gr)

Laugh tag

Bean bag tag

Sport tag

Four Square

Double four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Line tag

Kick ball

Two deep

Hula hoop
bumper tag

Couple tag

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Two square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Capture the
Ffag (3-8 gr)
Little brown
bear(K-2 gr)

Spud

Freeze tag

Bean bag relay

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Frisbee golf
(3-8 gr)
Man from Mars
(K-2gr)

Handball
(2-8 gr)
Red light green
light(k-2 gr)

Mouse Trap

Stuck in the mud

Pickle in the
middle

Call ball

Bean bag tag
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June
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Couple four
square

Hopscotch

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Kindergarten
four square

Freeze tag

Mouse trap

Kick ball

Circle stride ball

Roll dodge ball

Hopscotch

Four square

Double Four
Square

Hopscotch

Two square

Line tag

Freeze tag

Roll dodge ball

Blob tag

Stuck in the mud

Bean bag four
square

Hopscotch

Two square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Capture the flag
(3-8 gr)
Little brown
bear(K-2 gr)

Spud

Freeze tag

Bean bag relay

Hopscotch

Bean bag/four
square

Kindergarten
four square

Hopscotch

Double four
square

Frisbee golf
(3-8 gr)
Man from Mars
(K-2gr)

Handball
(2-8 gr)
Red light green
light(k-2 gr)

Mouse trap
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Stuck in the mud

Pickle in the
middle

Bean bag tag

Active Recess through Systematic Supervision
Implementation Guide Additional Resources

Active Classrooms
Active classrooms means integrating movement breaks, also known as energizing breaks or
brain breaks, outside of physical education and recess into the school day. Regular breaks
improve learning because they give students time to make sense of information. In the
classroom, children need breaks for learning to be effective.
Here are some resources to help implement movement into your classroom during curriculum
time or transitions:
ABC for Fitness™ (Activity Bursts in the Classroom)
WEBSITE: http://www.davidkatzmd.com/abcforfitness.aspx
This website provides a manual with instructions for teachers to incorporate short bursts of
activity at the beginning of each class. ABC for Fitness™ can ensure that children obtain the
level of physical activity that is essential for good health and well being.
Brain Breaks
WEBSITE: www.emc.cmich.edu/BrainBreaks
Brain Breaks is an online resource for elementary classroom teachers, with activities designed
to help incorporate physical activity into language arts, music, math, science and social studies
lessons. Developed by the Michigan Department of Education in cooperation with the
Michigan Association of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, Albion College,
Concordia College and the University of Michigan.
CircusFit
WEBSITE: www.circusfit.com
Ringling Bros. CircusFit lessons combine health and science information with physical
movement and exercise so that fitness can be integrated into almost any curriculum or time
frame. Each lesson features a CircusFit character and “Word of the Day,” allowing teachers to
incorporate character education and vocabulary building with fitness development.
Energizers
WEBSITE: http://www.ecu.edu/cs-hhp/exss/upload/Energizers_for_Grades_K_2.pdf
http://www.ecu.edu/cs-hhp/exss/upload/MSE%20Healthful%20Living.pdf
Energizers are classroom-based physical activities that integrate physical activity with academic
concepts. These are short activities that classroom teachers can use. There are different sets
of activities available for elementary and middle school classes. Provided by the North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction.
Energizers for Simply Good Eating
WEBSITE: http://www.extension.umn.edu/Nutrition/components/energizers/energizers-all.pdf
Energizers for Simply Good Eating was developed by Simply Good Eating staff from the
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University of Minnesota Extension, led by Extension Educators in Health & Nutrition: Mary
Caskey, M.Ed., LD, Betsy Johnson, MPH, and Kathleen Lovett, M. Ed. It was adapted with
permission from the “Energizers Classroom-based Physical Activities” program developed by
East Carolina University’s Activity Promotion Laboratory, North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction, North Carolina Healthy Schools, and Be Active North Carolina.
Health E Tips - Just-A-Minute (JAM) School Program
WEBSITE: www.healthetips.com/jam-program.php
The JAM School Program brings health education and daily activity into the classroom. JAM is
designed to teach healthier lifestyle habits to children and adults. It delivers a weekly 1-minute
exercise routine (the JAMmin’ Minute) and a monthly health newsletter (Health-E-Tips).
Lift Off! 10-Minute Physical Activity Breaks
WEBSITE: http://www.toniyancey.com/liftoff.html
Lift Off is a teacher activity resource.
Move in the Classroom
WEBSITE: www.moveintheclassroom.com
This website provides a set of quick one-sentence tips to incorporate physical activity into
various subject areas (art, language arts, math, psychology, science, social studies, speech
communication, and foreign languages). Provided by Julian Reed, EdD, Assistant Professor of
Health and Exercise Science at Furman University, Greenville SC.
You’ve Gotta Move
WEBSITE: http://www.healthyschoolsms.org/ohs_main/youvegottamove.htm
You’ve Gotta Move is an activity-based program designed and delivered as an engaging
combination of dance, activity and music for kindergarten to second grade students.
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Recommended Reading List
The ultimate playground & recess game book/ Guy Bailey; illustrated by Cynthia Wilson.—1st ed.,
Educators Press.
Games Kids Should Play at Recess/Curt Hinson, Nasco
Active Playgrounds, Pat Doyle (CIRA): A great resource featuring over 100 playground games.
Six chapters dedicated to games of: Four Square, Skipping, Hopscotch, Clapping, Wall & Ball
Games, and other Old Favorites.
Oodles of Noodles, CIRA Ontario: 6 chapters with 50 games using pool noodles for wacky fun
games outside the pool. Chapters include warm ups, tag games, team games, tasks/challenges,
noodles and balls and cooperative games.
Spark: the Revolutionary New Science of Exercise and the Brain, John Ratey, MD, Little Brown
Publishers
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